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ABSTRACT

In our submission to the DCASE 2020 Task1a, we have explored
the use of ResNeXt-50 architecture with Log-Mel-spectrum and
Constant-Q transform(CQT) based frontend. In order to improve
performance, we use transfer learning technique. The neural net-
works were pre-trained with AudioSet data, and then fine-tuned
over the DCASE task1a dataset.

With DCASE 2020 task1a default train/validation split, we got
about 70% average accuracy across all the 10 classes. To further
improve the performance, we applied a leave-one-city out cross val-
idation(CV) method to train 10 more models, with one city’s data
as holdout set for each of the CV fold. These models were com-
bined together with different ensemble strategies to produce 4 final
submission entries.

Index Terms— DCASE, Acoustic Scene Classification, Neural
Networks,

1. INTRODUCTION

In the DCASE 2020 task1a[1], the dataset provided by the orga-
nizers is TAU Urban Acoustic Scenes 2020 Mobile. This dataset
contains 10 acoustic scenes recordings from 12 different cities. It
consists of recording from real devices and synthetic data created
based on the original recordings.

The development set contains data from 10 cities, and the other
2 cities are presented only in the evaluation set. The challenge pro-
vide a default train/evaluation split for benchmark purpose.

Our proposed machine learning pipeline is a deep neural net-
work, ResNeXt-50[2], with Log-Mel-spectrum and Constant-Q
transform(CQT)[3] front end. An end-to-end audio processing
pipeline is built with PyTorch[4] 1.5. For the frond end, we used nn-
audio[5] library to compute Log-Mel-spectrum and CQT on GPU.
Such that the pipeline takes raw wave form as input, and all the fea-
ture computation and classification are all handled and accelerated
by GPU.

In the following sections, we discuss the design, implementa-
tion, and experimentation for our DCASE2020 challenge Task1a
submission.

2. DATA PROCESSING

The DCASE2020 Task1a dataset contains 10-second audio clips in
44.1kHz 24-bit format. All the audio files come with city, location,
and scene class labels as part of their file names.

Since we use Google Audioset[6] to pre-train our model for
transfer learning. All audio files from both the DCASE2020 Task1a
dataset and the audio set are resampled to the same format, i.e.
32kHz,16-bit wave format.

During the downsampling operation, the file names stay the
same, so all the labels are retained for the DCASE2020 Task1a
dataset dataset.

We employed a few standard audio data augmentation schemes,
including, time stretching, adding noise, random cropping, mix-
up[7], and spec-augmentation[8]. All the data augmentation op-
erations are done on-the-fly within the pipeline itself.

3. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK FOR
ACOUSTIC SCENE CLASSIFICATION

Both Log Mel Spectrum and CQT have been widely used for au-
dio scene classification. Actually, they have been used in previous
DCASE challenge as well. We use nn-audio[5] library to compute
Log-Mel-Spectrum and CQT. Then stack them together as the input
to the neural network.

We chose the ResNeXt-50 as our neural network architecture.
Our implementation is directly adapted from the implementation
of torchvision library, with customized input and output layers. In
particular, the input channel is reduce from 3 to 2, i.e. one channel
for the Log-Mel-Spectrum and one channel for CQT. A batch norm
layer is added right after the input layer. Finally, the FC layer are
also expended and tailored for the 10-class output for the challenge
task.

Relu is used through out the network as the activation func-
tion. Dropout and weight decay are used for regularization purpose,
while batch norm, mix-up, and spec-augmentation also provide ad-
ditional regularization effects. During training, cross entropy is
used as the loss function. Standard Adam optimizer is used together
with Cosine Annealing learning rate scheduler.
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Fold # Hold-out City Accuracy
0 Barcelona 0.662
1 Helsinki 0.669
2 Lisbon 0.663
3 London 0.661
4 Lyon 0.702
5 Milan 0.710
6 Paris 0.718
7 Prague 0.719
8 Stockholm 0.677
9 Vienna 0.689

Table 1: Leave-One-City-Out Cross Validation Result

4. TRAINING STRATEGY

The pipeline is first pre-trained with 32kHz,16-bit AudioSet data,
before it is fine-tuned over the DCASE task1a dataset. Durning the
fine-tuning process, no layer is frozen and the gradients is let to
back propagate through the whole network.

Using the pipeline described above, we trained 12 models on
the DCASE 2020 task1a data set using two strategies.

• Two models are generated using the train/evaluation split pro-
vided with the development set. i.e. the audio files listed
in fold1 train.csv are used for model training; the audio files
listed in fold1 evaluate.csv are used for benchmark. Dur-
ing this phase, we conducted several rounds of experiments
to search for the best hyper-parameters. After all the hyper-
parameters are finalized, we trained 2 models. The two models
generated 69.20% and 70.28% macro-average accuracy (aver-
age of the class-wise accuracies) score respectively on the de-
fault evaluation set.

• Ten models are trained with a leave-one-city-out cross-
validation method. Instead of using the provided default
train/evaluation split, the split is done on a per city basis, i.e.
in each of the CV fold, nine cities in the development set are
used for training, and one city is held out as the validation set.
The performance on each of the validation fold is summarized
on Table 1 .

5. ENSEMBLE STRATEGY

Ensemble has showed to be a powerful technique to reduce overfit-
ting and generate overall better result. As we have the 12 models
trained and benchmarked. We generated 4 submission entries using
the following strategies.

• the best single model trained using default train/evaluation split
provided by the challenge.

• the two models trained using default train/evaluation split pro-
vided by the challenge.

• the ten models trained with leave-one-city-out cross-validation
method.

• all twelve models

When we combining multiple models together, we just average their
inferred probability (output of their softmax layer) as the final out-
put.

As this year the challenge does not provide any leaderboard or
public benchmark test set, the performance of these strategies is
unknown until the final result is released.

6. CONCLUSION

Using our deep learning pipeline, we were able to achieve perfor-
mance above the baseline with a single model. The macro-average
accuracy of our best single model we trained is 70.28% on the de-
fault train/evaluation split provided by the challenge.

Then multiple models are trained with different train/validation
setups and ensemble them to generate 4 entries for DCASE chal-
lenge 2020 task1a. Using the ensemble technique, hopefully we
could better handle overfitting and obtain models that could gener-
alize well to unseen data from holdout cities in the test set.
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